NACSW™ NW3 Trial Cumulative Title Eligibility Form
***Please ONLY use this form for titles you are eligible to earn at this trial***
Handler Name:
Dog Call Name:
Today’s Date:

Location:

You can view your current progress on the “Titles” page for your dog in the account information
section at: http://www.nacsw.net. Go to “My Account” and select “My Dogs” and select “Titles”
for the dog for which you want to check the title status. The “NW3 Element Titles” and “NW3
Elite Title” sections on this page will show your current status on these titles. Please verify your
progress prior to completing this form. Email trial@nacsw.net with any questions.
My dog is eligible for the following titles today:
NW3 title based on a prior Qualifying score. If I earn a Qualifying score today, I will
have 2 Qualifying Scores, resulting in an NW3 title.
NW3 Element Titles (If you have already earned an element title for any element below,
please do NOT mark it off – only indicate what you may earn at today’s trial):
I have passed the following elements twice and only twice. If I pass the element today, I will
earn my NW3 Element title for the following element(s):
NW3‐C

NW3‐E

NW3‐I

NW3‐V

NW3 Elite Title:
_____ As shown below, I may be eligible to earn my NW3 Elite title at today’s trial. Prior to
today, I have completed the following criteria towards my NW3 Elite Title:
_____ Number of NW3 titles earned prior to today (total of 3 required for NW3 Elite)
_____ NW3‐C (3 passes in NW3 Containers) or L3C (Element Specialty Level 3 Containers)
_____ NW3‐E (3 passes in NW3 Exterior) or L3E (Element Specialty Level 3 Exteriors)
_____ NW3‐I (3 passes in NW3 Interiors) or L3I (Element Specialty Level 3 Interiors)
_____ NW3‐V (3 passes in NW3 Interiors) or L3V (Element Specialty Level 3 Vehicles)
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